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Today’s Forum

NBDA – where we are – where we are 
going (the precision (personalized) 
medicine vision – reality or a mirage)

Thoughts from the academic sector (Michel 
Crow) – and the FDA (Janet Woodcock)

Discussion – join us in the NBDA – we 
can address the biomarker conundrum 
and save lives 

Panel Discussions – it’s the best and worst of 
times.  The NBDA and creating an end-to-end 
process for biomarker development (the 
“stars) – Robert Mittman, Facilitator



Chronic Disease of Aging – Formula for an 
Unprecedented Healthcare (Economic) Crisis

Disease Current Burden Projected Cost Future 
Estimates

Alzheimer's *5.4 million survivors $130 billion/year ~16 
million (Mid-century)

Cancer ** 12 million survivors $263 billion/year ~ 2.0 
(1.5 million new cases/year 
(increase 30% in 20 Years)

Diabetes *** 25.8 million 
(18.8 M Diagnosed/ 7 M Undiagnosed)
(7th leading cause of death)

* Alzheimer’s Association; ** ACS; *** Diabetes Association



Global Cancer Reality: A Looming Crisis 

Source: IACR, WHO

Projected by 2020:10.3 Million Deaths 
and 16 Million New Cases



Genomics: Creating a Vision of Precision 
(Personalized Medicine)
Vision: understanding genomic changes will enable targeted intervention 
• Since 2003: Sequencing costs fell from ~$ 1.0 million in 2001 to less than 

$10,000  per genome ($1000/genome soon); Numbers of genomes sequenced 
2011 -~ 30,000(NHGRI); Number of genomes projected end of  2014  - 1.0 
million (NGRI);  total  cumulative global sequencing output ( ~ 28PB by 2014

• Patient sequencing could approach 1000 PB per year at maturity



 Biological significance of understanding  genomic changes in 
chronic diseases such as cancer:
 Copy number
 Expression (regulation of)
 Regulation of translation
 Micro RNAs
 Mutations

 Epigenome

Human genome – 3.2 billion base pairs; ~ 25,0000 genes; average gene - ~ 
3000 base pairs; function unknown for 50% or more of discovered genes

“Diseases occur in Context – the Environment”

The Root of the Complexity of Many Chronic 
Diseases (Myriad Genomic Alterations)



BIOMARKER
“a  biological (or physical) change in the body directly related 

to a normal or disease process”  

“reproducibly measurable – quantifiable – directly related to 
biological process – or change in the process”



The Gleevec Story – Hopeful, 
Instructive – Not Broadly Applicable 

Imatinib (Gleevec)

CML



“a new generation of therapeutic or preventive 
disease interventions (diagnostics, therapeutics 
and/or preventives) specifically targeted to a patient’s 
molecular profile (changes in the genome)” 

Aka – precision medicine, targeted medicine, P4 
medicine, individualized medicine, rational medicine

Personalized (Precision Medicine)



The Translational Drug Pipeline: Massive 
Attrition, Long Duration, High Costs - Drugs

~ US$ 1 BillionTime and attrition are both directly related to 

lack of validated biomarkers



Status of Protein-Based Biomarkers:  A 
Slow and Difficult Slog 

• Well over 1260 putative 
protein biomarkers 
described in the literature

• Very few approved by FDA 
for clinical use  

• Large numbers of 
biomarker publications 
and claims – but bias 
and lack of standards, 
reproducibility across 
labs and SOPs make 
discoveries 
questionable

• Molecular diagnostics 
business remains un-
developed

Year of FDA Approval
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Few biomarker candidates translating into 
clinical utility and at a steadily declining rate

Source: Based on data from FDA and Plasma Proteome Institute



Potential of Biomarkers

 New target discovery (understand underlying biology)
 Drug development – markers of toxicity, metabolism, 

etc. - pharmacogenomics
 Early detection (broad or specific detection / 

corroboration of specific disease stage)
 Identify molecular basis of disease phenotypes
 Rational choice of treatments (patient stratification)
 Assessment of treatment effectiveness
 Prognostic biomarkers
 Prevention markers
 Surrogate endpoints for clinical trials



Biomarkers (Examples)

 Imaging
 Genes (single – multiple)
 Proteins
 Combinations of genes, proteins, other (signatures) –

pathway indicators
 Nanotechnology constructs - combinations
 Circulating cells 
 Infectious agent load
 Physical measurements
 Others…many others



Biomarkers Usually Fail – Why?

150,000

100

Estimated number of papers
documenting thousands of claimed 

biomarkers

Estimated number of biomarkers
routinely used in the clinic

Poste G. Nature 469, 156-157



Precision Medicine – Not Just Yet



Why is the Development of Biomarkers Slow 
and Difficult? 

 Knowledge of the biological space is insufficient to understand 
how biomarkers reflect function 

 Biomarkers are often developed without attention to 
biospecimen and technology standards

 Proteomics technologies (and others) are not standardized –
often findings are not reproducible

 Biomarkers are not specifically developed for a specific 
function or test (i.e. FDA – fit for purpose)

 Biomarkers are not qualified before entering clinical trials
 Lack of an understanding of what is required to develop 

biomarker's) as diagnostic test vs. other uses 
 Regulatory pathways not clear – lack of standards 
 No end-to-end standards based system for biomarker 

development



NBDA: An end to End Standards Based System 
for Biomarker Development 

Early 
Discovery
(Biology Verified
Patient Samples)

Translatable 
Discovery
(Clinical Measure
Established)

Assay 
Development
(Analyte -
Reagents-
Technology –
Robust) 

Assay 
Performance
(Analytical 
Validation)

Biomarker
Qualification
(”Fit for Clinical 
Purpose)

Biomarker 
Validation 
(Clinical 
Validation)

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people can 

change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has”  Margaret Mead



NBDA:  Description and Status

 We are underway – first workshop, December, 2012 

 Overall collaborative construct established and board and management 
structure in place and staff recruiting in process

 Unique consortium – Arizona organizations are the catalyst, but the NBDA is 
becoming a national multi-sector collaborative – and biomarker 
“solutions“/deliverable focused effort

 Sectors/organizations/individuals will share resources (in-kind and financial) 

 NBDA will not re-invent “wheels” – if they are really “wheels”

 Goal is a rational, predictable standards-based end-to-end process for 
biomarker development



A Time for New Ideas and an Opportunity for 
Convergence of Disciplines to Understand Cancer

“The world we have created 
today has problems which 
cannot be solved by 
thinking the way we 
thought when we created 
them”

- Albert Einstein Albert Einstein
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